Abstract: Consider a single machine with a buffer which can store up to b waiting jobs for some fixed b. Given the release times, the weights and the processing times of n consecutive jobs, a maximum weight subset of jobs is to be found that is schedulable without violating the buffer's capacity constraint. A polynomial algorithm for the unweighted loss-delay problem is presented. The weighted case is shown to be NP-hard as well as an unweighted two-machine version.
Introduction
We consider a deterministic one-machine scheduling problem which differs from the classical one-machine sequencing problems in two respects. First we assume that there is only a finite buffer capacity b ~ 2~+ to store up to b waiting jobs. Secondly, the set of jobs J is characterized by a set of known triples J = {(r(i), p(i), w(i)), 1 < i < n}, where r(i) is the release (c.q. arrival) time of job i, p(i) its processing time and w(i) its (nonnegative) weight. The jobs are ordered such that 0 < r(1) < r(2) < • • • < r(n); jobs arriving at the same moment are ordered according to nondecreasing processing times. Any time a job arrives, it either has to be processed or put in the buffer, otherwise we assume it is lost. Our problem is to find a maximum weight subset of the jobs that can be processed without violating the buffer's capacity constraint at any time. If all weights are equal the problem amounts to finding a minimum loss schedule. The latter problem has been considered for identical parallel machines without buffers (a pure loss system) by Arkin and Silverberg [1] . In [4] we have shown that our problem for arbitrary b can be solved in O(n 4) time if the processing order is restricted to first come-first served. It is assumed throughout that the system is empty initially.
In Section 2 we will present a polynomial time algorithm to find a minimum loss schedule (unweighted case) for fixed b ~ l+. In Section 3 we prove two complexity results. The first result concerns the weighted one-machine case for b = 1, which is proved to be NP-hard. The second result deals with a system of two parallel identical machines, either having a separate buffer of capacity b = 1 or sharing a common buffer of capacity b = 2. It will be shown that this problem is NP-hard, even in the unweighted case.
A polynomial algorithm for the unweighted case
We first consider the minimum loss problem in the case that the buffer capacity equals one. Thus let J = {(r(i), p(i), 1), 1 < i < n} be a set of (unweighted) jobs with release times 0 < r(1) < r(2) < • -. < r(n) and processing times p(i) > 0. A feasible schedule may be described by specifying a subset of the jobs, say {i~ ..... i k} and their starting times s(i 1) < -.. < s(ik). The Our problem is to find a feasible schedule of maximum 'size' k (= number of jobs processed). We start out with some remarks. First notice that in condition (i) above we may as well replace the inequality by an equality. (There is no reason for taking a job from the buffer and not processing it immediately.) From this it is clear that a feasible schedule is completely characterized by specifying the sequence 7r = (ij .... , i k) of jobs, indicating the order in which they are processed. The starting times of the jobs which can be derived from 7r will be denoted by s¢(i l) ...
.. s¢(ik), or simply by s(i l) ..... S(ik).
Any sequence ~-as above will be called a feasible sequence. Thus feasible sequences uniquely imply the starting times and buffer contents in a feasible schedule.
To describe a partial schedule, we need not only to specify the corresponding initial segment, say (i l ..... i,), of the feasible sequence 7r, but also to indicate whether there is some job i waiting in the buffer to be processed after job i e. To avoid ambiguities, we will indicate the buffer content-provided this is different from i t -at time s(if)-~-, where e > 0 is small enough (smaller than any possible difference between starting times and release times). We therefore define a partial sequence of length t' to be a sequence 7re of one of the following two types (assuming the obvious feasibility conditions to be satisfied): H e (j) are all partial sequences of size f of type I and II, respectively, in which job j is the last job to be processed. As we will see below, we may restrict our attention to a single element in each of these sets. The reason is that within each such set, there is a sequence 'dominating' all others in a natural way.
Definition (Type I dominance). Let
• t tt
r e = (i~,...,te_l, j; buffer =i') and r e = (tl,...,te_l, j; buffer=i")
be elements of III(j). Then er~ dominates r e' if p(i') <p(i").
By eri(j) we denote a sequence which dominates all other sequences in HI(j).
Proposition 2. Let 7re'~ HI(j) correspond to an initial segment of an optimal sequence and let r e dominate ~re'. Then ere corresponds to an initial segment of an optimal sequence as well.
Proof. Suppose erT~r"i"p" is an optimal sequence• We show that ereo"i'p" is optimal, too. Since both sequences are of the same size it suffices to prove that the latter one is feasible. Recall that, since both ere and er7 are of type I, the starting time of job j equals its release time in both sequences• Moreover, Let us denote by ix • er e (j) a sequence dominating all others in HII(j).
Proposition 3. Let ere' ~ HII(J) correspond to an initial segment of an optimal sequence and let We ~ HU(j) dominate er~'. Then ere corresponds to an initial segment of an optimal solution as well.
Proof. All jobs augmenting ~'e' in the optimal sequence can be processed after j for ere, since all of them are released after or at time s~;,(j) > s=;(j) and, consequently, none of them can occur in r e. [] From the above three propositions the following result is evident.
Proposition 4. If there exists an optimal sequence with job j in position t, then there exists an optimal

II • sequence with either erl(j) or ere (J) as initial sequence.
Thus, to construct an optimal sequence, we may proceed as follows: Start out with partial sequences of size 1. We compute a dominating sequence in each set HI(j), j = 2, 3 ..... n, and F/~I(j), j = 1 ..... n.
Note that H~I(j) contains just one element, which is thus the dominating element 7rill(j) = (j, buffer = 43).
Suppose that for some ~e >_ 1, we have computed a dominating ~-e~(j) in each nonempty Hie(j) and a dominating ~.)l(j) in each nonempty IlXeI(j), j = 1 .... , n. Now consider all partial sequences of size C + 1 that contain any of the rrel(j) or rflel(j), j = 1 ..... n, as 'initial segments' (in the obvious sense). Let He+ ~ denote the set of all these sequences, each of them being of type I or II. Thus, for example, if In each of these sets we compute a dominating sequence and proceed. This is justified by Propositions 2 and 3.
Observe that the dominance relation between two sequences of size f can be decided in time O(1), if we keep track of the starting times of the last jobs. Hence, to compute dominating sequences in each of the above sets takes time O(n 2) in total. The whole algorithm therefore runs in time O(n3).
We illustrate the algorithm with a small example. 
. , e-i, k; buffer = 0) if r(k)>r(j)+p(j)+p(i).
Remark 3. It should be clear that a similar approach also works for an arbitrary fixed buffer capacity b ~ Z+. To see this, define He(j; buffer = i~ ..... it), r < b, to be the set of partial sequences of size [ with job j being the last one processed and jobs i 1 ..... ir residing in the buffer at time s(j) -e. Within each such class, define a dominance relation based on s(j). In particular let 7r e and w e' be two partial sequences in the same class, such that the starting times of job j are s'e(j) and s'e'(j), respectively. Then we dominates ~'e' if s'e(j) <-s'e'(j), as in Proposition 3. This follows from the fact that jobs following job j in the sequence with initial segment w e' are the jobs {i 1, i 2 ....
. i r} and jobs arriving after s"(j) > s'(j).
The latter jobs cannot be contained in ~e and are thus schedulable after j in the sequence with initial segment w e. The dominance property implies that for every size [, one has to consider at most n "n b =n b÷l dominant partial sequences of size /. In fact, each sequence We = (j; buffer = i 1 .... 
. ks), where r(j')>s(j)+p(j).
In this case, s(j')= r(j'). Furthermore, the buffer jobs k 1 ..... k r are the same as before, i.e. i 1 .... ,i r plus possibly some other jobs k,~ with release times r(k~) ~ Is(j), s(j') -e].
(ii) a partial schedule ~'e+l = (J'; buffer = k 1 ...
. , ks), where r(j')<s(j)+p(j).
In this case s(j')= s(j) +p(j). Moreover, j' is either one of the original buffer jobs i 1 ..... i r or a job that arrived during the processing of job j. (In the latter case j' must have been put into the buffer temporarily, implying that s < b.) The buffer jobs k 1 ..... k s in this case consist of the old jobs i 1 ..... i r (except possibly job j') plus possibly some jobs k,~ that arrived during the processing of job j. In any case, it is obvious that each sequence 7re= (j; buffer = i 1 ..... i~) has at most n b+~ possible successors 7re+~ = (j'; buffer = k l ..... ks). Thus, given O(n b ÷1) dominating sequences of size f, we get O(n 2b+2) possible successors of length g+ 1. We group these into classes IIe+~(j'; buffer = k~ ..... k s) and compute a dominating sequence in each of the O(n b+ ~) classes. This takes time O(n2b+2). Summing up for {= 1 ..... n, we get an overall time bound of O(n 2b+3) for our algorithm. For b = 1, this yields O(n s) compared to the O(n 3) bound we obtained above. The reason is that for b > 1, the dominance relation we use is weaker than the ones we used for b = 1. It is not clear to us whether there exist in general dominance relations (of 'type I') by means of which one can cut down the number of dominating sequences 7r e to O(n b) and the number of possible successors of each 7r e to O(n~). This would of course result in an O(n 2h+~) algorithm for the general case.
Complexity results for the weighted case
Let us define the decision version of the 1-machine minimum weight loss scheduling problem (denoted by nil I b) as follows:
Instance: An integer n ~ ~, a set of triples (i.e. jobs) J = {(r(j), p(j), w(j)), 1 <j < n}, with r(1) < r(2) < "" < r(n), where 1 <j < n, (r(j), p(j), w(j)) c 7/3, and a number Wc 7/+. Proof. It is easy to see that the problem belongs to the class NP. To show that the problem is NP-complete we set b = 1 and give a polynomial transformation from PARTITION. Let an instance of partition be given: a finite set A = {a i ~ Z+\{0}li~I), an index set I= {1, 2 .... ,n) with n ~ ~. Let a = Y'.i~ t ~ai such that a ~ Z+. We construct an instance of n I1 I1 as follows. The job set J consists of three subsets J1, J2 and J3 such that Jl = { ((i-1)a, ~, a) , i~I}, Jz ={((i-1)a,a+ai,a+ai),i~I}, Js = {((n + 1)c~, (n + 1)a, (n + 1)a), ((n + 1)a, (n + 1)a, (n + 1)a)}. Next we will show that the unweighted loss problem for systems with more than one machine and finite capacity buffers is also NP-hard. Consider a system S of two parallel identical machines M 1 and M 2, in which either each machine has its own buffer with capacity one, or in which both machines share a common buffer with capacity two. Now m + I TI > n + 1 is impossible since then Ei~Tai < a -K < 0. Also m + I TI < n -1 is impossible since this would imply Ei~rai > a + K > ~ Ta~. Hence, we conclude that m +ITI = n, which yields Ei~-Ta~ = a and, consequently, PARTITION has a solution. [] Remark 4. The above complexity results are based on a transformation from PARTITION which itself is not a strongly-complete problem. The problem considered in Theorem 1 is not strongly-complete since it can be solved in pseudo-polynomial time using a dynamic programming formulation based on a function f,(k, {), t ~ Z+, defined as follows: f)(k, l)= maximum weight of jobs that can be processed in [0, t] such that k is the last finished job, and, at time t, job • either resides in the buffer, or it just enters or leaves the buffer (t= 0 denoting an empty buffer). A similar approach is likely to work for the two-machine problem considered in Theorem 2. More generally, we conjecture that every minimum loss problem is polynomially solvable, provided there are fixed upper bounds on the number of machines, the processing times and the buffer capacities.
Concluding remarks
In the previous sections we proved the following complexity results: (Pj) The 1-machine problem with unit weights and fixed buffer capacity is polynomially solvable. (P2) The 1-machine problem with arbitrary weights and buffer capacity b = 1 is NP-hard. (P3) The 2-machine problem with weights and a unit buffer per machine is NP-hard.
It was already known that the m-machine problem with arbitrary weights and b = 0 (pure loss system) is polynomially solvable, see [1] .
The complexity of problem (P~) for arbitrary b (see Remark 3 of Section 2) is an open problem. We conjecture that it is NP-hard.
